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Tradition, partnered with innovation, in a floor that has been proclaimed to be its own genre. Stonres is a seamless, resilient floor that combines  
distinctive design elements with performance and function, using intricate patterns in a smooth, stain-resistant, ergonomic and noise-reducing system.  
Stonres RTZ is frequently specified for Operating Rooms due to its durability, stain-resistance and easy-to-clean properties. It also meets the challenges  
of many commercial markets, such as education, stadiums and retail spaces. Custom colors, free-form designs and logos are available.
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Stonres STR, like Stonres RTZ is a durable, resilient, stain-resistant and noise-reducing floor system ideal for healthcare facilities,  
pharmaceutical and other commercial applications requiring performance and design. Stonres STR is offered in a solid color palette;  
custom colors and logos also available.
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Seamless, resilient, wear-resistant floors created for the hospitality industry and ideally for outdoor applications, such as pool decks  
and patios, rooftop restaurants and even stadium seating areas. Slip-resistant, easy-to-clean, ergonomic and outstanding design options,  
including Stonres SYN, a natural teak wood look, make these systems an easy choice for outdoor spaces. Custom colors, free-form  
designs and logos are available.
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